The ODE files that were used in case 1 and case 2 are included below. All equations were solved using XPP-AUT with the integration method of cvode. 1 Bifurcation diagrams were produced using the AUTO program in XPP.
The ODE files that were used in case 1 and case 2 are included below. All equations were solved using XPP-AUT with the integration method of cvode. 1 Bifurcation diagrams were produced using the AUTO program in XPP. (10) #parameters par vmax=1e-4,KM=0.003,Ke1=5e-6,Ke2=2e-9,k2r=1e-3,k2=1e7,Kw=1e-14,k3=1, k3r=1e7 par l=1 par ks=0.0014,kh=0.008,koh=0.008,kn=0.004,sr=0.1,hr=11 #initial conditions -scaled! init s=0.1,h=11 #numerical stuff @ total=5000,dt=0.1,tol=1e-12, atol=1e-8, meth=cvode @ xplot=t,yplot=pH,xhi=5000,ylo=1,yhi=14 @ maxstor=10000000 Done (10) #parameters par sr=0.1,hr=15,vmax=1e-4,KM=0.003,Ke1=5e-6,Ke2=2e-9,k2=1e-3,k2r=1e7,Kw=1e-14 par kr=0.001,k3=1, k3r=1e7, kc=100 par l=1,d=0.07 par ks=0.0014,kh=0.008,kn=0.004 #initial conditions -scaled! init s=0.1,h=15,ho=15,so=0.1,bh=0.01,co=1 #numerical stuff @ total=5000,dt=1,tol=1e-12, atol=1e-8, meth=cvode @ xplot=t,yplot=pH,xhi=5000,ylo=1,yhi=14 @ maxstor=10000000, bounds=10000 done 1. B. Ermentrout, Simulating, Analyzing, and Animating Dynamical Systems. (Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics, 2002) .
Model 1 .ode file for case 1: cell in a reservoir

